
Mission-critical applications increasingly need continuous connectivity, zero latency,  

and high-capacity networks. With private 5G from NTT, we meet your needs for 

transformation, compliance, and security, along with global availability,  

seamless integrations, and flexible as-a-Service delivery.

Private 5G as-a-Service
Fast. Secure. In your control. Everywhere

Positioning you for future success

Our private 5G-as-a-Service platform architecture

Increase security and business 

assurance while minimizing risk 

across your organization. We keep 

your IP safe with secure, reliable 
connectivity and communications

Control and manage your network 

development and delivery, to 

prioritize key apps and features 

for enhanced service delivery

Grow your business globally 

with complete scalability.  

Deliver custom apps at scale, drive 

collaboration, and unify insights

Get exceptional performance with 

low latency delivery, zero lags and 

24/7 availability, powering business 

performance across critical use cases

Improve your business agility and 

responsiveness, spinning up new 

capabilities quickly and empowering 

your IT teams with insight

Deploy, adapt, and transform 

your 5G network, to drive 

business outcomes and leverage 

advanced new capabilities

As your turnkey private 5G network partner, we can help increase security while reducing risk to drive 

growth. We’ll help increase global reach and enhance business agility, making you more resilient and 

adaptable. And we’ll drive business performance and outcomes without impact to your systems.

Why choose NTT for your private 5G requirements?

We understand what challenges you face 
– and how P5G helps solve them

Next steps?

A full turnkey service

We offer unique delivery 

and management from 

a single point of control

Robust, secure, and reliable 

from the ground up

We bring network-level 

security and advanced, 

business-ready capabilities

Total, secure integration

A seamless transfer between 

private and public networks 

and no need to rearchitect

Simple, easily upgraded, 

and connected architecture

We enable effortless 

connectivity and 

communication 

A global business, offering 

flexibility and scale
We enable you to deploy 

anywhere, with 24/7 support

We understand the way your business works, supporting you to leverage 

wireless technology to drive transformation and scale your business 

Drawing on the experience from across the whole NTT Group, we can help you navigate how your 
network can be used in the right way for your business, from roadmap to end solution.

Need greater 

connectivity 

and control

Need agility  

to drive 

transformation

Need to 

increase 

productivity

Need increased 

security and 

operational visibility

Complete control and ownership of business 

development and delivery, supported by 

a network tailored to your priorities

P5G to extend business, technology, 
and capacity and respond to 

changing market trends

Continuous and constant network 

availability and speed enables you 

to do more across every area

Network security with no 

threat surfaces and total 

industry compliance built in

We recommend you start with our specialist Private 5G Team to 
assist you to gauge the impact of private 5G and build a roadmap that 

enables your organization to benefit from transforming your network.

Speak to us today about how we can evolve your business 

to be more connected, resilient, and secure. 

Click here 
to contact us

Open and 
licensed spectrum

Licensed spectrum 
20+ countries

NTT Global Operations Centers
24x7x365 remote monitoring | CIO self-service portal

Managed Network Services
Fully managed offer | Network-as-a-Service | Device-as-a-Service

Application Dev and Systems Integration
40+ countries | full portfolio of services | vertical knowledge

Private 5G/LTE network 
and edge devices
Cloud native | CIO centric 

micro slicing | behind the firewall

Global connectivity
NTT eSIM / SIM 

190+ country coverage 
public private roaming

Secure by design
Global SOC | SASE services | ZTNA capability

https://services.global.ntt/en-us/services-and-products/networks/mobile-and-wireless-networks/private-5g#form

